TECHNICAL TRAINING.
SINGLE COURSES

NOTE! ALL COURSE COSTS ARE BASED ON A STANDARD DURATION. IF YOUR ABILITIES OR SCHEDULE CAUSE THE COURSE TO RUN FOR LONGER, THEN YOU WILL BE BILLED FOR EACH EXTRA DAY. THE EXTRA CHARGE PER DAY FOR ALL COURSES IS 200 EUROS.

ALL DIVING COURSES ARE CERTIFIED BY IANTD
TECH COURSES.

T0  ESSENTIAL SKILLS COURSE

This course is the “transformation” of the basic diver into an independent, thinking and safe diver, regardless of his/her type of diving. It is greatly beneficial for all diver levels, including recreational divers who just want to simply dive in a safer and more conscious way.

YOU WILL LEARN
- Equipment awareness
- Perfect buoyancy & trim
- Position control in the water, with & without flow
- Gas sharing, with & without visibility
- Flutter, Frog, Shuffle, Pull & Glide and Back kick
- Reel & lift bag deploy and recovery
- Emergency situation awareness & response
- Basic Reel & Spool use

COURSE DATA
Duration: 3 Days / 3 Dives
Theory: 1/2 Day
Dry Drills: 1/2 Day
Confined water session: 3 Days
Max Depth: 12m
Max Linear Penetration: n/a
Nitrox: YES/NO Trimix: NO
Deco: NO

PREREQUISITES
IANTD Advanced Open water or equivalent

YOU WILL LEARN
- Decompression stops while managing a non responsive diver
- Reel & lift bag deploy and recovery
- All emergency situation awareness & response

COURSE DATA
Duration: 1 Day / 2 Dives
Theory: 1/2 Day
Dry Drills: 0 Days
Confined water session: 1 Days
Max Depth: 12m
Max Linear Penetration: n/a
Nitrox: YES/NO Trimix: NO
Deco: NO

PREREQUISITES
IANTD Advanced Open water or equivalent
25 Logged Dives / Minimum age: 18 years old

350€
Full Course
Min *2 - Max 5 Divers

T00  TECHNICAL RESCUE COURSE

This is a basic rescue course tailored to cover the additional challenges of technical diving. The course emphasizes the importance of the rescue diver’s ability to maintain proper safety or decompression stops so that their own safety is not compromised whilst managing a non-responsive diver.

YOU WILL LEARN
- Decompression stops while managing a non responsive diver
- Reel & lift bag deploy and recovery
- All emergency situation awareness & response

COURSE DATA
Duration: 1 Day / 2 Dives
Theory: 1/2 Day
Dry Drills: 0 Days
Confined water session: 1 Days
Max Depth: 12m
Max Linear Penetration: n/a
Nitrox: YES/NO Trimix: NO
Deco: NO

PREREQUISITES
IANTD Advanced Open water or equivalent
25 Logged Dives / Minimum age: 18 years old

250€
Full Course
Min *2 - Max 3 Divers

INTO THE WILD
**TECH COURSES.**

**T1 ADVANCED NITROX COURSE**

This Program is designed to extend the diver’s knowledge in the use of EANx for Sport diving. It further develops diving skills and provides a greater understanding of the EANx concept of diving. The purpose of this program is to qualify divers to dive to 42m and complete dives requiring decompression stops of up to 15 minutes.

Note: this course a prerequisite for the Technical Diver course.

**YOU WILL LEARN**
- Decompression Diving basics
- Use of Stage Cylinders & proper protocols for gas switch
- Gas management & deco gas management
- Physics and physiology relating to diving with gas mixes with a higher oxygen content than EAN40
- Gas planning, dive tables, oxygen limits, nitrogen limits
- Equipment considerations, cylinder labeling, gas analyzing, basic gas-blending procedures and oxygen service ratings for using gas mixes of more than EAN40

**COURSE DATA**
- Duration: 4 Days / 4 Dives
- Theory: 1/2 Day
- Dry Drills: 1/2 Day
- Confined water: 1-2 Days
- Max Depth: 42m
- Penetration: n/a
- Nitrox: YES Trimix:NO
- Deco: EAN 50

**COURSE PREREQUISITES**
- IANTD EANx Diver or equivalent
- 30 Logged Dives / Minimum age: 18 years old

**400€**

**Full Course**
- Min *2 - Max 3 Divers

**T2 TECHNICAL DIVER COURSE**

This Program is designed to train divers to conduct dives to depths between 30m and (at the instructor’s option) up to 51m, using breathing gas mixtures.

The course provides advanced understanding of breathing gas mixtures, the use and limitations of any given EANx mixture, and the use of EANx and oxygen for decompression.

The knowledge and skills taught in this program are more than adequate to qualify divers to perform dives outside of training up to 51m.

**YOU WILL LEARN**
- Wide array of additional skills and theory required for basic technical dives
- Bailout procedures for extended range dives
- Dive planning for all failure scenarios
- Emergency response skills
- Isolation manifold shutdowns
- increased confidence for extended range dives.

**COURSE DATA**
- Duration: 5 Days / 5 Dives
- Theory: 1 Day
- Dry Drills: 1/2 Day
- Confined water: 1 Dive
- Max Depth: 50m
- Penetration: n/a
- Nitrox: YES Trimix:NO
- Deco: EAN 50 / 100%

**COURSE PREREQUISITES**
- IANTD Advanced Nitrox Diver or equivalent
- 100 logged dives, (30 deeper than 27m)
- Minimum age: 18 years old

**600€**

**Full Course**
- Min *2 - Max 3 Divers
This course is designed for those individuals already involved in deep diving activities, with focus on helium mixes. Since the body does not absorb helium in the same way as other gasses it can be used to replace some of the nitrogen in breathing gas mixtures and thus allow the diver to dive deeper within a safe narcotic limit.

The IANTD Normoxic Trimix Diver program includes academic lectures, confined water skills development and open water dives Trimix and EANx mixes for decompression using one gas switch.

YOU WILL LEARN
• Helium decompression diving
• Refresh of Stage Cylinders & proper protocols for gas switch
• Physics and physiology relating to diving with gas mixes containing Helium
• Gas planning, dive tables, oxygen limits, nitrogen limits
• Equipment considerations, cylinder labeling, gas analyzing, basic gas-blending procedures, and oxygen service ratings for using gas mixes containing Helium
• Deep stops consideration

COURSE DATA
Duration: 5 Days / 4 Dives
Theory: 1 Day
Dry Drills: 1/2 Day
Confined water: 1 Dive
Max Depth: 60m
Penetration: n/a
Nitrox: YES Trimix:YES
Deco: EAN 50 / 100%

PREREQUISITES
IANTD Advanced Nitrox Diver or equivalent
100 logged dives, (30 deeper than 27m)
Minimum age: 18 years old

INTO THE WILD